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Abstract. The article deals with problems of translation teaching, namely machine translation for

ESP students. The study aims to conduct a comparative analysis of machine and human translation of

construction terminology, identify causes of errors, provide recommendations for improving quality of

students’ translation via post-editing as well as developing their interdisciplinary skills using CAT tools.

The main research methods include comparative and contrastive analysis as well as the quantitative

method. The research material is presented by tittles of construction students’ qualication papers

translated from Ukrainian into English. Quality of machine translation is aected by peculiarities of

construction terminology due to harmonization of terms according to Eurocodes. The authors prove that

application of soffiware to translating construction texts without further proofreading or post-editing

by students themselves entails errors including distortion of terminology and, consequently, meaning.

There are presented reasons for lexical errors caused by peculiarities of translating multicomponent

terms, discrepancies in translating prepositions. The article is intended for a wide range of specialists

interested in translating construction texts and teaching ESP. Based on the results obtained, the authors

develop recommendations for translating construction texts by using machine translation accompanied

by students’ post-editing.

Keywords: translation teaching, machine translation, ESP students, construction terminology, post-

editing

1. Introduction

Technical translation issues remain essential for teaching English for specic purposes (ESP) at

technical universities of Ukraine. At the age of computer technologies, construction students

learning the English language are accustomed to using machine translation, considering the

increased volume of information in their professional area due to ongoing intensication of

their industry worldwide.

Using translation in ESP teaching and learning is an important issue but it has been very
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scarcely researched into so far because of the negative connotations with the grammar-

translation method. Since the last decade of the 20th century, revival of interest in the use

of translation and use of L1 in foreign language teaching has been noticeable. Translation

activities consolidate reading, writing, speaking and listening skills of ESP learners, facilitate

communication and comprehension in a specic eld, develop analytic skills and teach to focus

on accuracy [10]. In fact, translation has never lost importance in practical situations of teaching,

especially in the context of ESP, at least as a supplemental method [2]. Translation has started

to be seen as a useful tool in teaching ESP [8]; the use of L1 in ESP instruction has also started

receiving considerable attention of researchers [11].

The study focuses on CAT (computer-assisted translation) application issues. They imply

the use of technology, such as computer soffiware, hardware, networks, and other auxiliary

equipment in the translation process [3, 16, 17]. CAT tools do not typically translate the text; they

assist the translator in various tasks, such as verication of terminology consistency, source and

target text alignment, reuse of previously translated documents, grammar and spelling checking,

pre-translation activities, terminology management, proper document formatting, document

production, post-editing, etc. [7]. The study deals with developing the CAT competence among

ESP students via an indispensable technique – a comparative analysis of machine and human

translation with subsequent post-editing which has become an increasingly common practice

in the translation eld in recent years [9].

Besides general errors of machine translation, its quality is greatly aected by peculiarities

of construction terminology due to harmonization of construction terms in compliance with

Eurocodes, European standards specifying rules for the design of buildings and other engineering

works and products. Among other term systems, construction terms are noted for appearance of

new words and word combinations to denote new materials, processes, tools, etc., this making

this terminological system extremely dynamic.

The article aims to conduct a comparative analysis of machine and human translation of

construction terminology from Ukrainian into English, identify causes of machine translation

errors, provide recommendations for improving quality of students’ translation via post-editing

as well as developing their interdisciplinary skills using CAT tools. We also suppose that

the CAT competence includes all the components of the language competence along with

some specic sub-competences: content-knowledge competence, research competence, and

monitoring competence.

The research aim entails solving the following tasks:

1) to classify common errors in machine translation;

2) to compare the number of errors made affier translating titles of students’ master qualication

papers by means of Google Translate and Prompt;

3) to perform human translation using specialized dictionaries and compare it with the machine

one;

4) to study the problem of construction terms harmonization;

5) to perform a quantitative analysis of errors in machine and human translation;

6) to develop recommendations for translating construction texts by usingmachine or computer-

aided translation;
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7) to identify a relationship between specic machine translation problems and students’ post-

editing eorts.

Hypothesis: On the basis of the above-mentioned tasks, we expect that a decrease in machine

translation quality will lead to an increase in human translation quality.

2. Methods

In order to achieve the research aims and full the set tasks, the following research methods are

applied: comparative analysis of machine and human translation; contrastive analysis to observe

changes in translation on the grammatical and lexical levels, selection of correct equivalents

and ways of translating multicomponent terms. The quantitative method is used for calculating

frequency of terminological and linguistic errors in machine and human translation.

Master degree students of construction specialities of the Engineering Institute of Science

and Education, Zaporizhzhia National University, were engaged in the pedagogical experiment.

Twenty students translated ffiy titles of master qualication papers by using Google Translate

and Prompt followed up by manual translation with dictionaries. There are several reasons for

selecting the actual material:

1) easy practice of post-editing on individual sentences;

2) high concentration of multicomponent terms within a sentence;

3) a large number of of-phrases adding grammatical diculties;

4) no possibility of using translation transformations due to conceptual restriction.

At the next stage of our research, terminological and linguistic errors in machine and human

translation are compared. Analysis of data obtained enables developing recommendations

for teaching ESP to construction students in order to develop their CAT and general digital

competences as well as interdisciplinary skills, thus enhancing future specialists’ readiness to

apply the acquired knowledge and skills to their professional activities.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Machine translation errors

Looking into previous studies on the use of machine translation for educational purposes, we

can distinguish three main concepts:

1) use of machine translation as a bad model [9];

2) use of machine translation as a good model [14];

3) vocational use including translation quality assessment, pre- and post-editing [1, 13].

In our research, we consider the third concept implying that machine translation tools should

be combined with post-editing procedures.

At this stage of the research, we identify errors in Ukrainian-English translation of construc-

tion terms by means of CAT tools – Google Translate and Prompt. It should be noted that
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the peculiarity of Google Translate is the fact that it does not perform direct translation from

Ukrainian into English: it rst translates into Russian, and then into English. This reduces

accuracy and quality of translation.

Analysis of literature sources [4, 12, 18] reveals the following machine translation errors:

• content-based errors (distortion, incompleteness or redundancy of data, fragments leffi

untranslated, loss of consistency);

• terminological errors (violation of terminological integrity, non-conformity with a glos-

sary, dictionaries, industry-related standards of terms);

• linguistic errors (grammatical, lexical, spelling, punctual);

• stylistic errors (stylistic non-conformity of linguistic means, sentence structures, xed

phrases with a given genre, inconsistency of a text).

Error analysis consists in identication and classication of individual errors in a machine

translated text [15]. Translation errors are an objective indicator of poor translation quality. To

perform the given analysis, we have selected 50 titles of master qualication papers concerning

the construction industry. Their lingual features condition only two typical errors in students’

translations – terminological and linguistic. The quantitative analysis reveals that linguistic

errors make about 41%, while those in terminology – 59%. Terminological errors prevail due to

the following:

1) high concentration of terms within a small context;

2) complexity of translating construction terminology due to Eurocodes. There are fewer

linguistic errors because there are no verb phrases in the titles under study.

Let us consider causes of terminological errors made by Prompt and Google Translate pro-

grammes. There are also examples of students’ translations by means of Terminological Dictio-

nary for Translation of Eurocodes [5, 6] (table 1).

Let us consider causes of language errors usually associated with translation of multicom-

ponent terms. English multicomponent terms with a typical leffi- oriented deployment are

characterized by dependent components in the leffi position regarding the main component. On

the contrary, Ukrainian multicomponent terms are noted for right-oriented deployment. This

fact should be taken into account when translating multicomponent terms.

English grammar rules require not to use the preposition of more than three times in the

same phrase. Therefore, when translating three- (or more) component terms in the Genitive

case, the rule should be observed when the main component in Ukrainian terminology (which is

usually the rst one) should occupy the nal position in the English equivalent. In general, the

structural scheme of the terminology group in the English word combination can be presented

in the following form:

LPAn ← · · · ← LPA2 ← LPA1 ← HW,

whereHW is the head word, LPA1, LPA2, . . . , LPAn are one or more leffi-position attributes

that clarify the meaning of the whole term. Examples of machine translation for titles 1 and

2 in table 2 do not harmonize with the translation scheme of multicomponent terms, so the
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Table 1
Comparative analysis of some terminological errors in machine and human translation.

Paper title (Ukrainian)
Translation by

Google Translate
Translation
by Prompt

Human
Translation

1. Вибiр оптимальних кон-
структивних рiшень ресур-
созберiгаючих огороджуваль-
них конструкцiй.
In this example, we can see
complexity of translating the
terms «конструктивнi» and
«конструкцiї». Both translation
programmes provide dierent
translations, yet the Eurocode
dictionary gives unied variants –
‘structural’ and ‘elements’.

Selection of optimal
design solutions for
resource-saving en-
closing structures.

Choice of opti-
mal constructive
solutions of resource-
saving enclosing
structures.

Selection of op-
timal structural
solutions for
resource-saving sepa-
rating elements.

2. Удосконалення технологiї
нанесення торкрет-бетону на
горизонтальнi поверхнi.
The term ‘торкрет-бетон’ mani-
fests synonymy in construction
terminology when there are
two equal options of translation.
Google Translate provides the
correct version, while Prompt
gives only transliteration of the
term ‘torkret-concrete’ which is
incorrect.

Improving the tech-
nology of applying
shotcrete on hori-
zontal surfaces

Improvements
of technology of
drawing torkret-
concrete on horizon-
tal surfaces

Improvement of
the technology
of applying gu-
nite/shotcrete on a
horizontal surface

3. Технологiя зведення каркас-
них будiвель з вертикальними
несучими конструкцiями iз
трубобетонних елементiв.
The term «елемент» in spite of its
simplicity is a cornerstone in the
construction terminology. If it is
a separate part of a building, e.g.
a column, a beam, a agstone, a
foundation, etc. its English equiv-
alent is “member”.

Technology of
erection of frame
buildings with ver-
tical load-bearing
structures made of
tubular concrete
elements.

Technology con-
struction of frame
buildings with verti-
cal bearing structures
from trubobetonny
elements.

The Construction
Technology of Frame
Buildings with
Vertical Bearing
Structures Made
of Pipe-Concrete
Members.

preposition of makes them clumsy. The third example indicates that the Genitive case in the

Ukrainian-language terminology can be translated not only by the preposition of, but also by in

if the meaning of the phrase is not lost. Analysis reveals that students are capable of avoiding

these errors in human translation.

It is an ecient technique to practice this task starting from analysis of oral English-Ukrainian

translation of multicomponent terms. Students should remember that in most cases the nal

component in an English terminological phrase becomes the rst one in Ukrainian translation,
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Table 2
Comparative analysis of some linguistic errors in machine and human translation.

Paper title (Ukrainian)
Translation by

Google Translate
Translation
by Prompt

Human
Translation

1. Науково-технiчний су-
провiд будiвництва мо-
нолiтних будiвель в
сучасних умовах.

Scientic and tech-
nical support for the
construction of
monolithic buildings
in modern conditions.

Scientic and tech-
nical maintenance
of construction of
monolithic buildings
in modern conditions.

Scientic and techni-
cal support of mono-
lithic buildings con-
struction in current
conditions.

2. Застосування детермi-
нованої сiтьової моделi
для оптимiзацiї орга-
нiзацiйних процесiв
будiвельно-монтажних
робiт на будiвництвi
адмiнiстративної будiвлi.

Application of a deter-
ministic networkmodel
for optimization of
organizational pro-
cesses of construction
and installation works
for the construction
of an administrative
building.

Applications of the
model determined net
for optimization of
organizational pro-
cesses of installation
and construction works
on construction of the
oce building.

Application of a deter-
mined network model
for organizational
processes optimiza-
tion in construction
and installation works
to the administrative
building construction

3. Удосконалення про-
цесiв управлiння iнвес-
тицiйно-будiвельними
проектами житлового
будiвництва

Improving the man-
agement of investment
and construction
projects of housing
construction.

Improvement of pro-
cesses of management
of investment construc-
tion projects of hous-
ing construction.

Improvement of man-
agement processes of
investment and con-
struction projects in
residential construc-
tion.

e.g. gas heating system – система газового опалення, main patching materials – матерiали для

ямкового ремонту.

It is worth mentioning that students are willingly engaged in the creative process of post-

editing. Knowing the structural scheme of English multicomponent terms, they easily replace

the of -phrase by a multicomponent term.

Let us exemplify machine and human translation by translating the following paper title:

“Аналiз iноземного досвiду вибору технологiй та матерiалiв утеплювання фасадiв будiвель” :

a) machine translation (Google Translate) – “Analysis of foreign experience in the choice of

technologies and materials for insulation of building facades”,

b) human translation – “Foreign experience analysis of the technologies and materials selection

for building facades insulation”.

As can be seen in human translation the rst components in of -phrases become the nal

ones that enables reducing the number of prepositions of.

The other type of linguistic errors is associated with synonyms. Comparative analysis of

Prompt and Google Translate programmes reveals that sometimes they give synonyms for

one and the same word. It is worth mentioning that synonyms mainly relate not to construc-

tion terms, but to general English words. Unfortunately, students are not used to consulting

monolingual dictionaries which are indispensable while distinguishing synonyms.

For example, the paper title “Особливостi реконструкцiї iснуючої будiвлi гуртожитку

по вулицi М. Гончаренко в м. Запорiжжi” is translated by Google Translate as “Features of
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the reconstruction of the existing dormitory building on M. Honcharenko Street in Zaporizhzhia”

and as “Peculiarities of the reconstruction of the existing dormitory building on M. Honcharenko

Street in Zaporizhzhia” by Prompt. Taking into account the meanings of nouns features (one’s

structure or make-up; form, shape, bodily proportions) and peculiarities (the quality or state of

being peculiar; individuality; singularity) the decision is in favour of the word features.

The рaper title “Дослiдження усунення кренiв будiвель i споруд в Українi” is translated by

Google Translate as “Research of elimination of rolls of buildings and constructions in Ukraine”

and as “Investigation of the removal of cranes of buildings and structures in Ukraine” by Prompt.

Research is diligent inquiry or examination to seek or revise facts, principles, theories, appli-

cations, etc. Investigation is the act or process of examining a crime, problem, statement, etc.

carefully, especially to discover the truth. So, the word research is more relevant in that context.

Besides the problems with synonyms, we can see the wrong translation of the word крен: roll

and crane are inappropriate. It should be translated as lurch. One more error can be seen here:

the word споруди is translated incorrectly by Google Translate.

It is worth noting that the context plays an essential role in translating technical texts since

it helps dierentiate synonyms. In paper titles, the context is incomplete, this fact causing some

challenges.

Thus, machine translation errors can be both terminological and linguistic. Terminological

errors are associated with Eurocodes, while linguistic ones are due to multicomponent terms

and synonymy.

3.2. Specific features of translating construction terms

In 2014, the mechanism for simultaneous implementation of construction codes based on na-

tional technological traditions and building norms was harmonized with regulatory documents

of the European Union (Eurocodes) and came into force in Ukraine. Eurocodes are European

standards for designing structures of buildings developed by the European Committee for

Standardization on the basis of the agreement with the European Community Commission.

It is because of the complex and legally responsible nature of the construction industry that

Eurocodes are to be considered by translators when working with construction terms.

Yet, not only students, but also many ESP teachers are not familiar with the Eurocodes

dictionary designated to be guided by when translating construction terms.

Our research analyzes the terminological dictionary of Eurocodes by Hordeiev, Mushchanov

and Perelmuter [5] published in 2013. The dictionary is aimed at unifying English-Ukrainian-

Russian translation of Eurocodes. The fact that the Eurocodes dictionary has two editions

conrms complexity of harmonizing construction terms.

The Ukrainian translation in the Eurocodes dictionary of the rst edition diers from that in

the second edition [6]. For example,membrane theory analysis in the rst edition is translated as

розрахунок за безмоментноютеорiєю, while in the second edition it is translated as розрахунок

за мембранною теорiєю. One more example: critical temperature of structural steel element

is translated as критична температура конструктивного сталевого елементу, while in

the second edition it is translated as критична температура конструкцiйного сталевого

елемента. In our opinion, the option конструкцiйний is more relevant and accurate as it

means suitable for constructing buildings or their parts and the word конструктивний means
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associated with a structure and design.

The problem of providing Ukrainian equivalents of construction terms also occurs when

translating the term integral abutment: the rst edition translates it as об‘єднаний стоян, while

the second edition – об’єднана берегова опора.

Affier analyzing the given examples, we can conclude that the Ukrainian translation of some

terms in the second edition is more relevant.

The mentioned discrepancies in translation cause a problem of term unication and stan-

dardization that results from the fact that translators working at a single document can suggest

dierent options for translating the same terms. Because of this very discrepancy between

dictionaries, machine translation without post-editing becomes inecient when teaching ESP

to construction students.

3.3. Analysis of data obtained

At the nal stage of our research, machine translation errors are calculated and compared

with those in human translation. In machine translation, term-related errors make 59% and

linguistic/language errors – 41%. The number of errors made by Google Translate and Prompt

programmes is nearly equal. When translating manually, these gures are lower: 45% and

30% respectively. Thus, the number of terminological errors decreases by 14%, while language

errors – by 11% (gure 1).

Figure 1: Comparison of machine and human translation errors.

Our hypothesis has been proven: a decrease in machine translation quality causes an increase

in human translation quality. The results of the study have been shown to the students. The pos-

itive outcomes have increased their interest and motivation to study ESP. Post-editing training

is based on analysis of terminological and linguistic errors, which develops students’ analytical

skills by forcing them to evaluate the dierence in meanings of terms, nd discrepancies with

Eurocodes and select a more appropriate term.

Thus, reduction of terminological errors in human translation is the most signicant achieve-

ment because incorrect translation of construction terms can lead to a complete distortion of

meaning and technological errors in production.
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4. Conclusions

The data obtained prove the advantage of human translation over machine one and substantiate

the need for post-editing of machine translation.

When comparing quality of translation by Google Translate and Prompt programmes, it

appears to be equally low. Since the titles of master qualication works should provide maxi-

mum information and reect the essence of research, they are noted for long structures and

multicomponent terms. As can be seen from the analysis, almost all 50 titles translated by

machine translators contain terminological and linguistic errors.

Thus, the research has proven that a decrease in machine translation quality results in an

increase in human translation quality. When translating, both programmes ignore requirements

of the Eurocodes, which is quite natural for them. They also do not take into account the

rules for translating multicomponent terms and oer options with numerous repetitions of the

preposition of, which is unacceptable for English grammar. In addition, Prompt and Google

Translate programmes may provide synonyms for one and the same word. We conrm that

poor machine translation quality makes its post-editing obligatory.

The data analysis enables the following recommendations for teaching English for Specic

Purposes for construction students:

1) making students acquainted with such linguistic phenomena as homonymy and synonymy

of terms, “translator’s false friends” in order to prevent possible errors when using machine

translation;

2) providing examples of possible translation options for multicomponent terms, taking into

account the ways of avoiding excessive of-phrases;

3) introducing all kinds of specialized translation dictionaries of construction terminology –

both printed (the Eurocodes dictionary) and online ones (e.g., Multitran) to students;

4) selecting appropriate samples of inconsistencies of terms in translation dictionaries and their

equivalents in the Eurocodes dictionary;

5) reminding students about mandatory post- editing of machine translation;

6) introducing a special course Application of CAT tools and Machine Translation to Translating

Technical Texts at non-linguistic universities of Ukraine.

The results of the study enable developing students’ CAT and general digital competences.

We have proved that CAT translation competence includes all the components of language

acquisition, along with some specic sub-competences: content-knowledge competence, re-

search competence, and monitoring competence. Besides, the results help to enhance students’

interdisciplinary skills of combining knowledge, analyzing and thinking critically. The latter is

essential, as adequate translation is impossible without critical thinking skills.

While conducting the comparative analysis, the students apply unconsciously the top levels of

Bloom’s taxonomy to achieve eective learning outcomes: analyzing, evaluating, and creating.

Post-editing translation learning, the results of which are presented in the paper, generates

motivation (it makes students prove themselves that they are better than articial intelligence),

knowledge and creativity. Essential personal qualities are generated in the process of learning a

foreign language when the emphasis is shiffied to motivational, cognitive and creative, aspects
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of future specialists’ personality. Search for terminological errors in machine translation

contributes to developing construction students’ professional competences, namely the ability

to analyze information collected in documents and draw appropriate conclusions.

Further research prospects involve analysis of CAT tools applied to English construction

texts in order to select them for in/o-class activities when teaching ESP. Percentage of multi-

component units, lexical density, complexity of materials, etc. are the criteria for their selection.
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